The Simulation Argument has gained significant traction in the public arena. It has offered a hypothesis based on probabilistic analysis of its assumptions that we are likely to exist within a computer simulation. This has been derived from factors including the prediction of computing power, human existence, extinction and population dynamics, and suggests a very large value for the number of possible simulations within which we may exist. On evaluating this argument through the application of tangible 'real-world' evidence and projections, it is possible to calculate real numerical solutions for the Simulation Argument. This reveals a much smaller number of possible simulations within which we may exist, and offers a novel practicable approach in which to appraise the variety and multitude of conjectures and theories associated with the Simulation Hypothesis.
Introduction
The Simulation Argument (SA) has gained significant public momentum and prominence in the contemporary public zeitgeist. This is because it exquisitely captures the large range of possibilities offered by the range, depth and fidelity of digital technology to address fundamental existential questions of humanity. Whilst not necessarily intended to be applied in a multitude of settings, it has served to support a vast range of arguments that range from extensions of the philosophical brain-in-a-vat thought experiment to modern rationalizations of religions, explanation of astronomical dynamics and multiple universe theories. It assumes that (i) advanced computer and advanced computability will allow the existence of (artificial) intelligent agents that can pass the Turing Test or its future modifications [1] , and (ii) that these can be generated on extensive simulations which can accommodate multiple intelligent agents.
At its core, the SA [2] has three core tenets:
(1) The human species is very likely to go extinct before reaching a "post-human" stage (2) Any post-human civilization is extremely unlikely to run a significant number of simulations of their evolutionary history (or variations thereof) (3) We are almost certainly living in a computer simulation The last of these three, also known as the Simulation Hypothesis (SH), has concurrently received the most acclaim and controversy by suggesting that "we are almost certainly living in a computer simulation." This argument and its hypothesis have been the subject of several points of contention [3] that have subsequently resulted in clarifications ranging from issues of epistemological externalism and the highlighting of difference from the traditional brain-in-a-vat argument [4] .
More recently, the originator of this argument has also modified the mathematical assumptions and construct of the Simulation Argument by adding either of two conceptual mathematical 'patches' [5] to address and correct for perceived vulnerabilities. Constraints have also been suggested regarding the mathematical plausibility of large-scale universe simulations based on the extrapolation of the hypothesis [6] . The patches include:
(4a) the average number of individuals living in a pre-posthuman phase is not astronomically different in civilizations who do not run simulations compared to those who run multitudes of simulations (as a significant number of unusually brief pre-posthuman phases may result in many post-human observers living outside simulations.) Or (4b) Even if pre-posthuman civilizations not running ancestor simulations had longer phases of time where they could have exposure to human experiences, then these civilizations would not contain (on average) more people with exposure to human experiences than those civilizations running ancestor simulations.
Many of the arguments against the original hypothesis are founded on precepts of a hyper-advanced post-human civilization in the distant future, simulating the history of the universe and the civilization's own 'ancestors' within it. As a result, the mathematical and philosophical assumptions there-in can become warped due to possibilities of extreme variance in prediction at a distant future. My aim is to offer a pragmatic approach based on current perceptible 'real-world' evidence to identify some more tangible understandings regarding the original Simulation Argument and to solve it to calculate the number of simulations that we exist within.
The Post-Human Stage
A post-human civilization can also be defined as an advancement of the level of civilization to a higher order. One measure of this has been previously defined by the Soviet astronomer Nikolai Kardashev [7] who has established a scale of civilization based on its capacity to generate and apply energy (Type I -Planetary, Type II -Stellar, Type III -Galactic). According to Sagan's contemporary modification of this scale [8, 9] we are currently a civilization scoring 0.72 and we will become a Type I civilization when we can utilize all the energy that reaches a planet from its parent star (corresponding to 1016-1017 watts) [10] . It has been predicted that we will achieve this post-human stage of a Type I Kardashev civilization by 2100 [11] .
To generate a realistic human simulation, approximately 1033-1036 operations was originally estimated as a rough estimate [2] . Based on current trends at the beginning of the 3rd decade of the 21st century, we have achieved 104 MegaFLOPS (Floating Point Operations Per Second) per watt or 1010 FLOPS per watt in our most efficient computers [12] (and therefore beyond 1010 operations per second). We have been improving by 100. Furthermore, even if this trend tails off (which remains a possibility), the potential for Quantum computers is also expanding, such that current Quantum Computing simulations [13] , can achieve 1017 FLOPS at 109 FLOPS/Watt (better than current non-Quantum supercomputer efficiency) and this technology with the prospect of Quantum Supremacy is likely offer even more performance at higher power efficiency for the potential to complete ancestor simulations by 2100.
Methods

The Mathematical Formula of the Original Simulation Argument and its Patches
The original Simulation Argument [2] consisted of the following notation:
The probability that humanity goes extinct before reaching the post-human 
Consequently, the following was proposed:
At the root of the original argument, it was argued that:
≥ And furthermore (the average number of post-human civilizations that run ancestorsimulations) is 'extremely large', so that × can be substituted by to calculate the probability of being in a simulation P(SIM).
I argue that does not necessarily have to be extremely large as this would not inevitably alter the original argument or its equation dynamics, or that that × has to be substituted by . Furthermore, I suggest that the original formula (above) could be applied to 'tangible' 'real-world' data in order to calculate the probability of being in a simulation P(SIM).
Although the author of the original SA did not formally describe it as a hierarchical argument, I consider that it fits well into this category (Figure 1) .
Figure 1. Hierarchical structure of the Simulation Argument
The vulnerability patch by SA's author [5] was offered after the finding that if there were a significant number of unusually brief pre-post-human phases, this may result in many post-human observers living outside simulations. The patch addressed this with the 'weak' assumption that "the typical duration (or more precisely, the typical cumulative population) of the pre-post-human phase does not differ by an astronomically large factor between civilizations that never run a significant number of ancestor simulations and those that eventually do", so that:
And The fraction of civilizations that never reach the post human phase is ≥ 99%
This will also hold true for calculations here-in, where there is a concurrent assumption that unusually brief pre-post-human phases are by definition probabilistically unusual.
The second patch would also apply, where the exposure of human experiences to individuals within populations would on average be comparable in quantity in a civilization with many ancestor simulations to civilizations without ancestor simulations.
With these assumptions I utilize the SA equation to calculate: (average number of ancestor simulations in a post-human civilizationthis could represent our civilization) and P(SIM) (probability of living in a simulation) for different values of (average number of individuals that have lived before reaching a post-human stage) and P(DOOM) (probability of extinction for that civilization).
Estimating the Values for Equation Variables
Continuing the assumption that a post-human phase corresponds to a Type I Kardashev civilization that can be reached by 2100, the following can be determined: : Approximately 120 billion cumulative individuals up to the year 2100 based on the area under the curve following the finding that from commencement until the year 2010 the cumulative world population was 108 billion (100.8 x109) [15] and the projected population in 2100 [16, 17] will be 10.875 billion people.
Results
Applying these values, we can calculate the values of P(SIM) at different values of .
This reveals:
There is a 90% chance that we are in one of 10 simulations (advanced enough to accommodate our complexity)
There is a 95% chance that we are in one of 20 simulations (advanced enough to accommodate our complexity)
There is a 99% chance that we are in one of 100 simulations (advanced enough to accommodate our complexity)
There is a 99.9% chance that we are in one of 701 simulations (advanced enough to accommodate our complexity)
There is a 99.99% chance that we are in one of 2105 simulations (advanced enough to accommodate our complexity) Partial differentiation with respect to , demonstrated a low level of sensitivity. As a result, further calculations of P(SIM) increasing the value of (average number of individuals before reaching a post-human stage) by 100 orders of magnitude and increasing the likelihood of world extinction from 5 to 10% ( Table 1 . Calculation of (average number of ancestor simulations), at different probabilities of P(SIM) (probability of living in a simulation) for different values of (average number of individuals that have lived before reaching a post-human stage) and P(DOOM) (probability of extinction).
Discussion
This analysis reveals a numerical solution to the Simulation Argument and offers a new and deeper comprehension of the dynamics of the Simulation Hypothesis based on the tangible projection of world events.
The identification that there is a 99% probability that our existence lies within an average of 100 simulations and a 99.9% probability that our existence lies within an average of 701 simulations is a novel finding. Most Simulation Hypothesis advocates (and detractors) typically imply or assume almost an immeasurable number of simulations taking place in the context of a post-human civilization, and that we exist in one of a very large number of simulations.
These results suggest a new finding, that rather than being in one of countless simulations, if the Simulation Argument holds true, then we may exist in one of a handful of simulated worlds. This adds a layer of plausibility in the original Simulation Hypothesis, where it would be much more feasible to exist in a few high-fidelity simulations that could mimic high degrees of complexity apposite with our current civilization.
Since the era of Turing, it has been widely proposed that given enough computing Using this practical numerical approach, increasing the value of (average number of individuals before reaching a post-human stage) by several orders of magnitude does not noticeably alter the number of simulations that corresponds to the probability of being in a simulation ( Table 1) .
This analysis also offers a novel 'upstream' angle to the Simulation Argument. Here rather than assuming that we are necessarily in The implication that we might be in only a handful of simulations carries some novel inferences for the Simulation Hypothesis. Firstly the prevailing attitude associated with the hypothesis that our whole existence is based on the sheer multitude of simulations associated with multiple universes or multiverses does not necessarily need to exist as an a priori. Secondly the associated presupposition that our specific existence is based on an evolutionary-type model where the massive number of simulations may lead to a rare 'goldilocks' environment that would simulate us in our exact current format is also not necessarily securable. As such, comparisons with the Drake Equation [18] representing the uniqueness of our existence based on numerical probability seem unjustifiable for this simulation setting. Consequently, a third concept of existing with such a small number of simulations renders much more resonance with a targeted simulation by design.
This numerical approach also generates a multitude if its own questions, if the assumptions hold true, then exactly which number of simulation are we? Are we the first or last of these handful of simulations? Now that we have a finite number with which to associate ourselves, are we more or less unique than we understood before?
Are the numbers for such an equation those 'forced' on us through the simulation and can we even extrapolate beyond any simulation within which we are the simulatees?
The results from this analysis remain quite robust despite increasing the likely population of humans and by decreasing the likelihood of human species survival.
Suggesting that if the assumptions and equations hold true. The results herein remain reliable.
Conclusions
A numerical solution to the Simulation Argument and its associated hypothesis that we exist in a simulation has offered a new angle through which to consider such a possibility. This reveals a high probability of existence within only a handful of simulations. This overturns the implied 'reality' or current orthodoxy of massive numbers of simulations taking place in an era of immense computing capacity. Rather it offers the novel vantage that even with colossal processing power and speed, our possible existence within a simulation may derive from a much more targeted simulation with underlying precision. This practical approach that applies real-world projections may help appraise the variety and multitude of conjectures and theories associated with the Simulation Hypothesis and can contribute to the dialogue of our deeper existence.
